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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to U.C.A. §78-2a-3(2)(k). 
I. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
AND STANDARD OF REVIEW. 
Plaintiff does not wish to restate any of the issues presented for review by the 
defendants. It is significant that only one of the three issues presented for review was 
identified in the Docketing Statement. Two of the three issues identified for review 
in the Docketing Statement have been abandoned. 
The plaintiffs disagree with the standard of review identified by the defendants 
in connection with their second and third issues for appeal. The trial court's 
determination as to the amount of benefit the defendants received from the plaintiffs 
and the trial court's determination that the defendants were not entitled to any offset 
for food inventory present factual determinations which should be reviewed under a 
clearly erroneous standard, and should be disturbed only if the findings are against the 
clear weight of the evidence. Interiors Contracting v. Smith, Halander, 881 P.2d 929 
(Utah App. 1994). 
D 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE. 
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A. Nature of the Case, Prior to the summer of 1992, Shui Kwong Chan had 
known the defendant Edward Ng for a number of years. (R.504). Ng and Chan 
discussed, during the late summer and early fall of 1992, the formation of a new 
business enterprise that would operate the Pearl Restaurant in Salt Lake and possibly 
a restaurant in Ogden. (R.580). The new enterprise would include investors from 
New York, Mr. Chan, and the defendants Eddie Ng and Grace Scott. (R.875, 972). 
The new enterprise would own the property and improvements that the restaurants were 
located on, and would run the business. It was stipulated by the parties that there was 
never any enforceable agreement for the sale of the Pearl Restaurant to the proposed 
enterprise. (R.504). 
By October of 1992, Mr. Chan was in Salt Lake, together with other employees 
and some investors, to become involved in the operation of the restaurant. (R.961). 
Grace Scott and Eddie Ng remained involved in the day to day activities of the 
restaurant. (R.942, 955, 957). 
Beginning in August of 1992, continuing into the winter of 1993, the plaintiffs 
contributed tens of thousands of dollars in cash and reinvested money earned from their 
labor into the enterprise. (Trial Exhibit 64). 
By March of 1993, the disputes between the parties became so significant that 
no final agreement was ever reached regarding the new enterprise. Effective March 
2 
7, 1993, all of the property and business was left in the control of Eddie Ng and Grace 
Scott. All of the real property, including property purchased by defendants with 
plaintiffs' funds, and all of the improvements ultimately remained in the control of the 
defendants. (R.958, 961, 982, 1037, 1038). Plaintiffs brought this action to recover 
amounts that defendants were unjustiy enriched. 
B. Course of Proceedings. The plaintiffs are not dissatisfied with the 
defendants' statement of the course of proceedings. 
C. Disposition at Trial. The plaintiffs are not dissatisfied with defendants' 
statement regarding the disposition of this matter in the trial court. 
D. Statement of Facts Relevant to Issues Presented for Review. 
1. Prior to the summer of 1992, Shui Kwong Chan ("Chan") had 
known the defendant Eddie Ng for a number of years. (R.580, para. 3). 
2. During the months of August and September, 1992, several 
meetings were held among the defendants Ng and Scott, Chan and a number of his 
investors, regarding the proposed purchase and sale of the Pearl Restaurant, Inc. 
(R.580, para. 4). (The Pearl Restaurant was renamed the China Pearl as part of the 
proposed transaction). 
3. There was never a written agreement signed by the parties for the 
purchase or sale of the Pearl Restaurant, Inc. (R.580, para. 5). The parties stipulated 
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that there was no enforceable agreement for the purchase or sale or the Pearl between 
the parties. (R.504, para. 5). 
4. Prior to coming to Salt Lake to become involved in the new 
enterprise, Mr. Chan met with Eddie Ng in New York to discuss the business. Mr. 
Ng agreed that the menu should change and that cooks would be brought in from New 
York. (R.879, 880). Chan discussed with Ng and Scott efforts that would be made 
to promote the restaurant and the addition of dim sum to the menu. (R.890). Ng was 
involved in discussions regarding the changes that would be required to the kitchen to 
sell dim sum and knew that new equipment was being brought in from New York for 
the business. (R.1024). Ng agreed that a new sign should be installed because there 
was a new corporation, a new restaurant. Ng looked at new equipment to be 
purchased and brought out from New York. (R.1023, 1024). 
5. Eddie Ng or Grace Scott sent one of their employees, Simon, to 
help drive the equipment purchased in New York for the business to Salt Lake. 
(R.931, 1090). 
6. It was proposed that Eddie Ng would be the president of the 
enterprise. The new corporation was also to own a restaurant property and operate a 
restaurant property in Ogden. (R.971, 972). 
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7. Final decisions involving the business were initially made by the 
agreement of the investors, including the defendants. (R.969). 
8. Chan came to Salt Lake in the fall of 1992, and after his arrival, 
the business of the China Pearl began to grow. (R.961, 963, 1034). Sales for the 
business stayed up even after Mr. Chan left in March of 1993. (R.1034). The only 
fiscal year that the Pearl earned a net profit between 1989 and 1993 was the fiscal year 
ending September, 1993, which included the five months plaintiffs were associated with 
the business. (R.505, para. 9, 11). 
9. Even after Chan arrived in Salt Lake, Eddie Ng and Grace Scott 
remained actively involved in the business. (R.997, 999, 1000). Ng's and Scott's 
consent was required before any steps could be taken by the business. (R.942). 
10. During the period from October, 1992 through March, 1993, none 
of the investors (except those who were cooks) drew a regular salary from the 
business. (R.970, 71). In December, 1992, payments of approximately $1500.00 
were made to the investors who were also working in the restaurant. (R.934). 
11. The trial court awarded defendants a $20,000.00 offset for wages 
or consulting fees for a six month period. (R.583, para. 20). This finding was made 
in spite of the fact that no one testified that there was any agreement for Grace Scott 
to receive any compensation. Mr. Ng testified that he didn't recall any agreement to 
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pay Grace Scott a consulting fee. (R.1060). Grace Scott did not appear at the trial 
and did not testify. Mr. Chan testified that there was no agreement to pay Ng or Scott 
for services. (R.970). 
12. By March of 1993, the parties had had many discussions, on an 
almost daily basis, on how to resolve their disputes. (R.958, 1037, 1038). The last 
date that Mr. Chan worked at the China Pearl was on March 7, 1993. Mr. Chan left 
Salt Lake on March 24, 1993. (R.961, 982). 
13. In June, 1994, the plaintiffs brought a Motion to Compel Responses 
to Discovery dealing with, among other things, damages which the defendants claimed 
to have incurred as a result of plaintiffs' involvement with the Pearl. (R.231, 232). 
In August, 1993, the Court entered an Order compelling responses to the discovery. 
(R.275). On August 24, 1994, the plaintiffs filed a Motion for Sanctions based upon 
defendants' failure to comply with the Court's Order compelling discovery. (R.281). 
On September 14, 1994, the Court entered an Order directing the defendants to provide 
information and documentation. (R.387). The information was still not forthcoming 
and on September 21, 1994, the plaintiffs filed a Motion in Limine. (R.402). As a 
result of a hearing held October 21, 1994, and pursuant to an Order entered November 
7, 1994, the defendants were precluded from introducing into evidence certain 
documents which had not been previously produced in discovery. (R.533, 534). 
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14. During the course of the trial, the defendants attempted to introduce 
evidence regarding bills they claimed to have paid or checks they claim to have made 
good where documents would have been expected but were not produced. Over 
objection by plaintiffs' counsel, oral testimony on these subjects was received and the 
Court stated that the absence of the documents would "go to the weight the Court gives 
the evidence, and not to its ultimate admissability." (R.1069, 1070). 
15. The defendants claim to have suffered damages as a result of having 
had to cover checks which allegedly overdrew the account of the China Pearl. Grace 
Scott, whose funds were allegedly transferred, never appeared at the trial. There was 
no documentary evidence at trial that any of the funds which went into the China Pearl 
accounts were Grace Scott's funds. There was no evidence of any type to show how 
much, if any, money was transferred by Grace Scott into any account. The trial court 
specifically found that. . . "the defendants had the ability to document their alleged 
offsets with documents in their possession, but chose not to and gave no reason for not 
doing so. For these reasons, the Court finds that defendants' claims for offsets on the 
above referenced items have not been proved, . . . [the above referenced items 
included checks drawn on nonsufficient funds.]." (Para. 17(e), R.582). 
16. There was evidence presented at trial that while all of the income 
of the enterprise was to go into the account of the China Pearl, that income from 
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certain credit cards continued to be received by Eddie Ng and went into a separate 
account which had been maintained for the old business, and did not go into the new 
business. (R.1027). 
17. Louie Tong, who was appointed by the Governor of Utah to serve 
in the Office of Ethnic Affairs, Office of Asian Affairs for the State of Utah, testified 
that the reputation that the defendants had for honesty among the Chinese community, 
was such that the general feeling is "you can't deal with Eddie [Ng] or Grace [Scott] 
in business because they will cheat you." (R.852). (The deposition of Mr. Tong was 
published in its entirety at R.1043). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
1. The trial court did not error by refusing to allow a set off for checks 
allegedly handwritten on insufficient funds. Defendants' contention that they should 
have been awarded a set off of some $26,500 was not supported by evidence at trial. 
There was no evidence that demonstrated which transfers of funds into the account 
were Grace Scott's funds. The defendants did not ask the trial court for the set off 
they are seeking on appeal. 
2. The trial court properly determined the benefit conferred upon defendants. 
Defendants have not marshalled the considerable body of evidence which supported the 
trial court's findings, and this Court should not disturb the trial court's findings. 
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3. The trial court did not error in failing to award defendants any offset for 
food. The evidence at trial did not support defendants' claim and defendants failed to 
marshall evidence which supported the trial court's findings. 
4. The trial court's judgment, in light of all of the circumstances, was 
equitable. Any error made was harmless error. 
5. The plaintiffs should be awarded costs and attorney's fees in this appeal 
pursuant to Rule 34, U.R. App. Proc. The defendants failed to marshall evidence 
which supported the issues challenged. In some instances, defendants have relied on 
testimony or evidence that was never even presented at trial. 
ARGUMENT 
I. . 
THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT COMMIT ERROR BY REFUSING 
TO ALLOW AN OFFSET FOR CHECKS ALLEGEDLY 
WRITTEN ON INSUFFICIENT FUNDS. 
The defendants' initial argument is that the trial court erred in failing to allow 
them an offset for checks allegedly written on insufficient funds. This argument is a 
challenge to the following findings made by the trial court: 
17. Defendants claim to have suffered additional losses 
because of plaintiffs' conduct as follows: 
A. Unpaid bills to Globe Seafood, Coca Cola and Quality Linen; 
B. Equipment that was discarded; 
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C. Damage to signs; 
D. Damage to plumbing; 
E. Checks drawn on nonsufficient funds. 
The Court finds that each of the checks listed by plaintiffs 
as payments to Connolly in Exhibit 64 show up in Trial 
Exhibit 54 (the bank statements) as paid prior to the end of 
February, 1993. Defendants produced no canceled checks 
to Connolly, gave no explanation for not producing the 
checks, and produced no documentary evidence that they 
paid Connolly any additional amounts. Defendants claim to 
have received the Globe Seafood invoice, including dunning 
letters and yet never produced them at trial. 
18. The Court finds that the defendants had the ability to 
document their alleged offsets with documents in their 
possession, but chose not to and gave no reason for not 
doing so. For these reasons, the Court finds that the 
defendants claims for offsets on the above-referenced items 
have not been proved, except the admitted discarding by 
plaintiffs of items of equipment belonging to the defendants 
and located inside the Pearl Restaurant, with replacement 
value of approximately $20,000. Also, the plaintiffs 
discarded brass letters which were part of the defendants' 
restaurant sign with an approximate replacement value of 
$4,000. (R.583). 
23. The Court finds that the allegations of the parties 
regarding prepayment penalties, sanctions, damage to 
plumbing and nonsufficient funds checks have not been 
proved by a preponderance of the evidence by either party. 
Therefore, neither party is entkled to a credit or offset. 
(R.584) 
In their Brief, the defendants seem to contend that an offset should have been 
allowed for $26,500.00 for funds ostensibly transferred by Grace Scott to cover 
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overdrafts. The defendants' argument is based on supposition, is not supported by the 
record, and fails to marshall evidence which supports the trial court's ruling. 
In asserting their argument, the defendants have failed to advise this Court of 
the following: 
1. At trial, the only checks that the defendants sought an offset for 
were Checks No. 4008, 4010, 1218 and 1249. (R.575, para. 15 and 1121). No offset 
was ever claimed for funds allegedly transferred by Grace Scott into the account of the 
new venture. (R. 572, 578). 
2. There was no evidence that the four checks in Defendants' Exhibit 
A which bear a bank stamp with the number "059" on them were checks drawn on 
insufficient funds. Indeed, the parties stipulated that these four checks (Nos. 4008, 
4010, 1218, and 1249) which had the stamp "059" on their face were checks that were 
cashed at the Bank of Utah. (R.510). The trial judge observed during the trial that 
it was his recollection that the parties had reached this stipulation. (R.1006). No one 
from the bank or anyone else testified that "059" meant that the checks were drawn on 
insufficient funds. 
3. No documents were ever introduced at trial to show that any money 
was ever transferred by Grace Scott into the account the checks were drawn on. (This 
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failure to document any transfer of funds occurred in spite of the plaintiffs' repeated 
pretrial efforts to require the defendants to document these alleged losses). 
4. The trial court specifically found in its findings that the "defendants 
had the ability to document their alleged offsets with documents in their possession, but 
chose not to and gave no reason for not doing so. (No. 18 at R.583). 
5. Mr. Chan testified that he never knew that any of the checks were 
drawn on insufficient funds. (R.1008). 
6. The plaintiffs did not ask the trial court to find that funds had been 
transferred from Grace Scott into the business account of the China Pearl. (R.572-77). 
Having failed to request such a finding, the defendants are not entitled to claim error 
based on the trial court's failure to make such a finding. Howard v. Howard, 601 
P.2d 931 (Utah 1979). 
7. One of the checks, No. 4010 (defendants' Exhibit A) was for a 
dragon and golden phoenix which were left at the restaurant. (R.1005). 
8. Three of the checks, Check Nos. 4010, 1218, and 1249 were paid 
on March 4, 1993. (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 54, Bates Page No. 9900510). On March 11, 
1993, before any of the transfers of funds allegedly made by Scott in March into the 
account, the account had a positive balance, presumably from normal business 
operations. (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 54, Bates No. 9900514). 
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Based solely upon the fact that the defendants have failed to marshall evidence 
in support of the Court's Findings and Conclusion, or advise the Court of the lack of 
evidence, this Court should not disturb the trial court's findings. Pasker. Gould. Ames 
& Weaver v. Morse. 887 P.2d 872 (Utah App. 1994). 
The defendants have correcdy observed that the trial court's determination on 
this issue is a factual determination to be reviewed under a clearly erroneous standard 
and should be disturbed only if it is against the clear weight of the evidence. Alta 
Industries Ltd. v. Hurst. 846 P.2d 1282, 1286 (Utah 1993). The weight to be given 
evidence is uniquely within the province of the trier of fact. Baldwin v. Vantage 
Corp.. 676 P.2d 413 (Utah 1984). In this case, where if events occurred as defendants 
now allege they should have been able to produce a documentary chain of transfers, 
the trial judge was entitled to draw an unfavorable inference from the defendants' 
failure to produce any documents showing the transfer of funds pertinent to the alleged 
covering of overdrafts. Especially in light of the Pretrial Orders directing the 
defendants to produce these documents, the trial judge was entitled to presume that the 
information which would have been contained within these documents, had they been 
produced, would have been unfavorable to the defendants. 29 Am.Jur.2d, Evidence, 
§245; Adams v. Allen. 679 P.2d 1232 (Mont. 1984). 
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The issue of offsets was an issue upon which the defendants bore the burden of 
proof. The trial court correctly determined that they failed to meet their burden of 
proof. (R.583, para. 18). 
Apart from the foregoing, defendants' claim on this issue fails because many of 
the "facts" that form the basis for defendants' argument simply do not exist. For 
example: 
a. There is no testimony that identifies any particular transfer of 
funds into the China Pearl account as being from Grace Scott's 
personal funds. At best, Edward Ng testified at R.1072 that "Yeh, 
Grace have to pay all this overdraw." [Referring only to the four 
checks in Exhibit A]. Ng did not testify what, if any, deposits into 
the account were from Grace Scott's funds. Ng failed to 
. acknowledge, as discussed above, that at least three of the checks 
were paid through normal deposits prior to the time that defendants 
allege in their Brief that Grace Scott deposited funds into the China 
Pearl account. 
b. There was no evidence of what other checks drawn on the account 
were drawn for. Both Eddie Ng and Grace Scott were also 
authorized signers on the account. (Tr. Exhibit 54, Defendants' 
14 
Add. p. 85-90). Overdrafts in the account could have been as a 
result of defendants' conduct in drawing other checks as opposed 
to any conduct on the part of the plaintiffs. 
c. The defendants make the sweeping assertion at page 10 of their 
Brief that the China Pearl account became overdrawn as a result 
of plaintiffs' mismanagement of the restaurant. The testimony 
cited in support of that statement does not support the statement. 
In fact, from the operating income of the restaurant, the parties 
were able to pay a total of $68,000 to pay for closing costs on a 
loan obtained by Grace Scott and on improvements for the Ogden 
restaurant. (R. 1090-91). 
II. 
THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY DETERMINED THE 
BENEFIT CONFERRED UPON DEFENDANTS. 
Defendants' next argument (pages 10-13) is that the trial court used an improper 
measure to determine plaintiffs' damages. The plaintiffs do not dispute the proposition 
that tlieir damages are measured by the benefit conferred upon the defendants. Young 
v. Hansen. 218 P.2d 666 (Utah 1950). (See Plaintiffs' Trial Memorandum, R.512-
521). It is apparent from the trial court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
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that the trial judge also understood the measure of damages. In paragraph 2 of the 
Conclusions of Law (R.585), the trial judge concluded as follows: 
2. The defendants received a benefit from the plaintiffs 
of approximately $180,000. Applying equitable principles, 
the plaintiffs are entitied to restitution for the benefits they 
conferred on the defendants, less any damages incurred by 
the defendants. 
In their Brief, defendants assume that the trial court arrived at the amount of the 
benefit conferred simply by adding up the funds contributed from the various investors. 
In making this assumption, the defendants have ignored Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit 64, 
(Addendum A) most of which was stipulated to, which summarized plaintiffs' claims. 
(R.899-903). In Trial Exhibit 64, the plaintiffs laid out in great detail the benefits they 
contended were conferred upon the defendants. The total of the benefit claimed was 
$194,469. At trial, the defendants candidly acknowledged that their only dispute to the 
benefits described in Exhibit 64 was to the $43,220 for improvements in Ogden and 
"some of the equipment included under Item No. 6" on page 3 of Exhibit 64. (R.901 
and 902). Later, in the defendants' proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law, they conceded that the payments made in connection with the Ogden property 
conferred a benefit upon them. (R.575, paras. 12 and 13). 
The only disputed item of benefit to be resolved by the trial court was "some of 
the equipment included under Item 6 (page 3 of Exhibit 64). 
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The $30,000 in cash raised by the plaintiffs in New York, the amount relied 
upon by the defendants in their Brief as the basis for the trial court's error, is not listed 
in the summary of benefits. (Trial Exhibit 64). No benefit is claimed for any food, 
as defendants contend in their Brief. 
Of the $194,469 benefit plaintiffs claim to have conferred, the trial court allowed 
only $180,000. One item of benefit disallowed by the trial court was a $10,000 item 
related to property in Jackson Hole. (R.584, para. 21).1 
Defendants' counsel plainly stipulated during the course of the trial that they 
disputed only "some" of the equipment that was listed under Item No. 6 of plaintiffs' 
Exhibit 64. The only testimony regarding equipment that was not used by the 
defendants after the plaintiffs' departure was that of Eddie Ng that some dim sum 
equipment was not being used. (R.1066). The value attributed to the dim sum 
equipment by plaintiffs was $4,152. (Exhibit 64, page 3, Item No. 6). There was no 
other specific testimony from the defendants that other items were not being used. 
Perhaps one of the reasons that the benefit for most of the equipment was not disputed 
by defendants was because they knew about it and agreed to its purchase. This included 
1
 Even though both parties acknowledged that $10,000 of plaintiffs funds were used by the 
defendants to purchase property in Jackson Hole (R.574, para. 11(d) and R.562, para. 6(d)) the 
trial court did not allow this amount to be included. (R.584, para. 21). 
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the $14,391 purchase from Great China of Los Angeles. (Trial Exhibit 27, R.935, 
936, 1024), the phoenix and dragon (R.937, 938), and the printing (R.878, 1024). 
After deducting from plaintiffs' claim of $194,469 the $10,000 for Jackson Hole 
and the $4,152 for the disputed dim sum equipment, approximately $180,000 of the 
benefit plaintiffs described in Exhibit 64 remains. This is the amount of benefit the 
trial court concluded had been conferred on defendants. (R.585, para. 2). 
If defendants had marshalled this evidence for the court, it would have been 
apparent that (a) the trial court considered the proper measure of damages and (b) that 
the Court actually allowed offsets for the only amount that defendants disputed or did 
not stipulate to. Because the defendants did not marshall this evidence, this Court 
should not disturb the findings of the trial court on this issue. Pasker. Gould, Ames 
& Weaver v. Morse, 887 P.2d 872 at 878 (Utah App. 1994). 
III. 
THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERROR IN FAILING TO AWARD 
DEFENDANTS ANY OFFSET FOR FOOD INVENTORY. 
In Finding No. 19, the trial court found as follows: 
19. The defendants testified that approximately $20,000 
of food inventory existed in the restaurant at the time the 
plaintiffs began working at the Pearl. Chan Full testified 
that approximately 60% of this inventory was either 
unusable or not used. Defendants did not produce any 
inventory lists created either in October, 1992 or March, 
18 
1993. Plaintiffs produced their written inventory. Mr. Full 
[Chan] testified that approximately $15,000 worth of 
inventory was left at the restaurant when he left in March, 
1993. The Court finds that neither plaintiffs nor defendants 
proved a loss regarding food inventory. (R.583). 
The plaintiffs did not claim that they had ever conferred a benefit upon the 
defendant by leaving food at the restaurant. (See Trial Exhibit 64). 
Here again, the defendants have failed to marshall evidence which supported the 
trial court's refusal of any offset for food. For example: 
1. Contrary to defendants' assertion at page 14 of their Brief, there 
was no evidence before the trial court that the plaintiffs agreed to purchase existing 
inventory. The defendants reference to the record on this issue is to the deposition 
testimony of Mr. Ng. (R. 798-99). This testimony was not repeated at trial. 
2. There is absolutely no evidence in the trial record regarding the 
value of the food inventory that the defendants claim to have left at the restaurant. 
Defendants must have discovered this in preparing their appeal brief because the only 
testimony referred to in their appeal brief on this topic was the deposition testimony 
of Edward Ng. (R.798-799). This testimony was not repeated at trial and was not 
before the trial court for consideration at the end of the trial. As a result, there is no 
evidence in the record supporting the value of any food allegedly left by the defendants 
at the restaurant. 
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3. Defendants' assertion to the contrary ("Defendants' Brief, p. 15) 
there was no evidence that any food left by defendants was used by plaintiffs. Mr. 
Chan testified that more than 60% of the food that defendants had in the restaurant 
when plaintiffs arrived could not be used because it was freezer burned, and that the 
balance was not suitable for their menu. Even if his testimony could be construed to 
mean that 60% of the food was not used, it is not clear whether the 60% refers to 
volume, quantity or value. (R.929, 981). 
4. Mr. Chan testified that Mr. Ng was involved in the preparation of 
an inventory of the food that was left in the restaurant in October, 1992. (R.929). 
Mr. Ng never produced his inventory at the time of trial. The trial court was free to 
disregard defendants' testimony regarding food left in light of their failure to produce 
the inventory which was in their control. The Court was free to assume that the 
inventory would have reflected little, if any, value in any food that was left at the 
restaurant in the fall of 1992. The trial court made specific reference to the absence 
of this inventory in its finding. (R.583, para. 19). 
5. Defendants claimed at page 15 of their Brief that the plaintiffs 
discarded the food without notifying the defendants that they were doing so. 
Defendants' reference to R.982 does not support such a statement. There is also no 
evidence that the food that was discarded was "wrongly destroyed" as contended by the 
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defendants in their Brief. The evidence at trial was that both Grace Scott and Eddie 
Ng remained involved in the operation of the restaurant. (R.942, 955, 957, 999, 997). 
Presumably, because they were still involved in the restaurant, the defendants would 
have been aware that the food was not used. 
The plaintiffs did not claim any benefit for any food. As discussed, the 
defendants failed to prove any value of any food left in the restaurant and failed to 
marshall evidence which supported the trial court's ruling on this issue. This Court 
should not disturb the trial court's findings on this issue. Pasker. Gould, etal.. supra. 
IV. 
THE TRIAL COURT'S JUDGMEiNT, UNDER THE 
CIRCUMSTANCES, WAS EQUITABLE. 
As discussed earlier in this memorandum, the trial court overlooked in its 
judgment in its judgment elements of plaintiffs' claim which were stipulated to by the 
parties. In particular, the defendants stipulated that they received a benefit from a 
$10,000 payment made from plaintiffs' funds on property in Jackson Hole. At R.902, 
discussing Exhibit 64 (plaintiffs' summary), the following exchange occurred: 
The Court: Now, on to page 3 of plaintiffs' Exhibit 
64. Is there anything on the third page 
that the defendant disagrees with? 
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Mr. Chidester: The only item that we would disagree with on that, 
Your Honor, is the amount of some of the equipment 
included under No. 6. 
The Court: Otherwise you agree to paragraph 5, paragraph 7, 
and paragraph 8? [Paragraph 8 refers to the $10,000 
payment for Jackson Hole.] 
Mr. Chidester: Yes. 
The Court: Do you understand their stipulation? 
Even defendants' proposed Findings of Fact recognized a benefit conferred by the 
$10,000. (R.581). In spite of this stipulation, the trial court did not include the 
$10,000 in the judgment that was awarded to the plaintiffs. (R.584, para. 21). 
The trial court also included an offset in favor of the defendants for wages and 
fees totaling $20,000. (R.585, para. 3). This amount was far in excess of any amount 
justified by the evidence. Eddie Ng testified that he was to get a consultant fee, "they 
would give me $1,000, $2,000 consulting fee to help run the business." (R.1051). 
Later, (R.1060) Mr. Ng talked again regarding the consulting fee, saying: 
Mr. Ng: They said, based on the big restaurant, 
a small restaurant, from 2,000 to 3,000. 
Mr. Chidester: From $2,000 to $3,000? 
Mr. Ng: Yes. 
Mr. Chidester: Was that supposed to be every month? 
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Mr. Ng: 
Mr. Chidester: 
Mr. Ng: 
Mr. Chidester: 
Mr. Ng: 
Mr. Chidester: 
Mr. Ng: 
They said this is the most - the master chef. 
You were supposed to be paid that every month? 
Yes, every month. 
Were they going to pay Grace Scott, too? 
Grace Scott, until after they opened up, maybe a 
month later, and then Chan Full said everybody have 
no money, . . . 
But at the meetings in September, did they talk about 
paying Grace Scott a consulting fee, too? 
That one, I didn't recall. 
Grace Scott never testified, and there was no evidence of any agreement to pay 
her a wage. Plaintiffs were involved in the restaurant business between October 24 
and March 7. (R.961). At most, Mr. Ng was entided to compensation for four and 
one-half months at $3,000 per month, or $13,500. He received $1500. (R.1062). 
The Court's allowance of a $20,000 offset far exceeds the $12,000 maximum supported 
by the record. 
Even if the trial court was wrong in making some of its findings as alleged by 
defendants, was harmless error. 
V. 
THE PLAINTIFFS SHOULD BE AWARDED 
ATTORNEY'S FEES IN THIS APPEAL. 
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Rule 34, Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, provides in part that: 
(a) Except in a first appeal of right in a criminal case, if 
the court determines that a motion made or appeal taken 
under these rules is either frivolous or for delay, it shall 
award just damages, which may include single or double 
costs as defined in Rule 34, and/or reasonable attorney's 
fees, to the prevailing party. The court may order that the 
damages be paid by the party or by the party's attorney. 
After the defendants' Docketing Statement was filed, the plaintiffs filed a Motion 
for Summary Disposition. The Utah Supreme Court deferred ruling on the plaintiffs' 
Motion for Summary Disposition in an Order dated February 3, 1995. Two of the 
three issues identified for appeal in the defendants' Docketing Statement and addressed 
in the Motion for Summary Disposition were abandoned by defendants in the briefing 
process. Two additional issues for appeal were raised for the first time in the brief 
filed by the defendants. 
As discussed in this Reply Brief, the defendants have not marshalled evidence 
which existed in the record which supported the trial court's judgment on each of the 
issues presented. Having failed to marshall evidence on these issues, this Court should 
not disturb the decision of the trial court. If defendants had marshalled the evidence, 
it would have been apparent that each of the issues they addressed in their Brief was 
frivolous. Not only did the defendants fail to marshall evidence, but in making their 
argument on two of the issues (Defendants' Brief, pp. 8, 14) the defendants have asked 
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this Court to consider testimony which was never presented to the trial court and 
occurred only in depositions. Plaintiffs are aware of no rule of law which would 
permit this. 
Defendants' appeal was without any reasonable legal or factual basis. Backstrom 
Family Limited Partnership v. Hall. 751 P.2d 1157 (Utah App. 1988). 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should affirm the judgment of the District 
Court, and award the plaintiffs their costs and attorney's fees incurred in connection 
with this appeal. 
DATED this 1st day of September, 1995. 
M 
Keith W. Meade 
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL 
Attorney for Appellees/Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was mailed, postage fully prepaid, on the 1st day of September, 1995, to the following: 
Robert M. Anderson, Esq. (0108) 
ANDERSON & SMITH, L.C. 
900 Kearns Building 
136 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 
Attorneys for Appellants/Defendants 
(lj/chan.brf) 
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ADDENDUM 
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CHINA PEARL SUMMARY OF FUNDS 
2 PLAINTIFF'S 
1 EXHIBIT 
FUNDS CONTRIBUTED BY PLAINTIFFS 
Date Description 
08/03/92 Wire to Grace Scott from Y. M. Chan 
(was money of K.P. Lee) 
08/04/92 Wire to Grace Scott 
08/27-31/92 Multiple wires to Scott/Ng - Guardian 
Sun Fat Yu 10,000.00 
Grace Chan 20,000.00 
Samual Tsai 5,000.00 
Kam Pil Lee 10,000.00 
Sun Fat Yu 10,000.00 
Trial 
Exhibit 
2 
62 
-> 
Amount 
$10,000.00 
$10,000.00 
$55,000.00 
10/1/92 
10/06/92 
11/09/92 
09/92 
Y.M. Chan wire, to Scott 
Y.M. Chan cwcckto China Pearl 
Lai Ling Cheng <*\enX to China Pearl 
Funds collected in New York for 
equipment purchase 
Sun Fat Yu 
L. Laing Cheng 
Y.M. Chan 
7 
8 
9 
14, 13, 5? 
$15,000.00 
$10,000.00 
$ 5,000.00 
$10,000.00 
$45,000.00 
$20,000.00 
$30.000.00 
TOTAL $180,000.00 
BENEFIT RECEIVED BY DEFENDANTS FROM PLAINTIFFS' FUNDS AND LABOR 
1. Purchase of Ogden Property -
money from Guardian account (Exhibit 2, 3) $65,000.00 
2. Y.M. Chan payment direct to Grace Scott personal acct. $20,000.00 
(Exhibit I GZ) 
3. Payment to Zions Bank for Grace Scott SBA $28,487.69 
(Exhibit 20) 
4. Payments for Ogden improvements $43,220.00 
(a) Payments to Connolly $28,430.00 (Exhibit 55, 23) 
Check Amount Pavee 
1008 
1055 
1087 
1088 
1101 
1116 
1132 
1142 
1149 
1165 
1180 
1196 
1,500.00 
9,000.00 
4,000.00 
3,500.00 
1,800.00 
1,200.00 
300.00 
2,430.00 
1,200.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 
1.500.00 
Connolly 
Connolly (Fence, Windows) 
Connolly 
Connolly 
Connolly (Carpet) 
Connolly 
Connolly 
Connolly 
Connolly 
Connolly 
Connolly 
Connolly 
$28,430.00 
(b) Equipment and other payments for Ogden - $14,683.00 
Check Amount 
1064 
1069 
1072 
1098 
1127 
1128 
1130 
1163 
1164 
570.00 
161.50 
1073.00 
3,400.00 
1,039.34 
1.000.00 
2,181.00 
500.12 
309.07 
4.557.00 
Business and Liquor Licenses (Exh. 23, 22) 
Phone - U.S. West (Exh. 23) 
Insurance - Bennion Taylor (Exh. 23, 22) 
Ponds - furnishings (Exh. 23) 
Yellow Freight (Exh. 23) 
Todd Brauenrither (Exh- 23) 
Olympus Contract Glazing (Exh. 23) 
Restaurant and Store - equipment (Exh. 23) 
Bintz (Exh. 23) 
Bowery Disct. Supplies - stove and misc. (Exh. 19) 
$14,790.00 
5. Payments for Ogden Briarwood Condo 
Checks 1004 and 1090, Trial Exhibit $148.00 
Equipment Purchased and Left in Salt Lake City $27,114.00 
Dim Sum steam table, etc. 
from New York-Exh. 15 $4,152.00 
Misc. Equipment from New York-Exh. 16 2,336.00 
from Great China-Exh. 27 14,391.00 
Printing and Signs-Exh. 17 2,922.00 
Dragon and Shipping-Exh. 28 3.313.00 
7. Prepaid insurance 3/93 - 9/93 (1/2 of 1073) $500.00 
Trial Exhibit 29 
8. Payments for Jackson Hole, Check No. 1060 
$10,000.00 Bank of Jackson Hole Trial Exhibit 55 $10.000.00 
TOTAL $194,469.00 
OTHER ITEMS PURCHASED AND BROUGHT TO SALT LAKE 
Food - approximately $15,000.00 (Exh. 63) 
Wages - prepaid $ 2,100.00 (Exh. 31) 
OTHER LOSSES 
Prepayment penalty - Grace Chan - $6,000.00 
